PROJECT 805990 and 808921 Update: July 2021

WWTP Rehabilitation and Facility Improvements Construction Project

PROGRESS PHOTOS

Concrete Work at PST 8
Completed work on 6th Street

RECENTLY COMPLETED WORK

- Excavating in the south part of the plant for SSP (South St. Paul) forcemain for external inspection
- Reconstructing 6th street from 5th Ave to 7th Ave
- Concrete repairs in GRT (Gravity Thickening Tank) 3
- Solids Storage Pad improvements for Grit Pad

WORK IN PROGRESS

- Repairing concrete in GRT 5 and PST (Primary Setting Tank) 8
- Excavating for new water line
- Excavating the second location in the plant for SSP forcemain for external inspection
- Repairing metals and installing FRP weirs in GRT 3

UPCOMING WORK

- Replacing sludge collection equipment
- Concrete repair for PST 2
- Solids Storage Pad improvements for N-Viro Pad

SCHEDULE

For more information contact: SewerImprovements@metc.state.mn.us